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 Action Request 
Transmittal 

Office of Self Sufficiency Programs 
 

Sandy Dugan, Administrator, DHS – CW/SSP 
Field Services 

 
Number: SS-AR-13-015 

Authorized Signature  Issue Date: 12/16/2013 
 
Topic: Medical Benefits Due Date: 12/16/2013 
 
Subject: SSP Processing of Medical Benefits 
 
Applies to (check all that apply): 

 All DHS employees  County Mental Health Directors 
 Area Agencies on Aging  Health Services 
 Aging and People with Disabilities   Office of Developmental 

Disabilities Services(ODDS)  Children, Adults and Families 
 County DD Program Managers  Other (please specify): SSP Staff 

 
 
Reason for Action:  To assure Oregonians obtain medical benefits and assist OHA in 
successful ACA implementation. An exception has been allowed for SSP offices to 
assist customers who are applying for medical, along with other DHS programs, by 
using Sept 2013 (pre-MAGI) policy to process medical determinations as well as 
update the 5503 (OCCS Medical) record for changes reported by customers. This 
exception is only for requests or a change received by December 31, 2013, and 
expires at the end of 2013. 
 
Action Required: Effective today through December 31, update 5503 (OCCS 
Medical) for reported changes using 2013 non-MAGI medical criteria and process new 
medical requests using the steps outlined below:  
 
Step 1: 

 If appropriate check imaging, CM system and TRACS to ensure the earliest DOR 
is being used. When searching in imaging, search by name first, then SSN, case 
number or prime if available, and use the earliest DOR for the medical request. 
 

Note: If you see a case that has a BED n/r code, do not assume an application is 
already being processed for the case. Many cases have a BED date coded 
to ensure the case remains open and benefits are not adversely affected. 
Review TRACS and if there is not a narration specific to an application 
currently being pended, process as normal. If you do locate a narration that 
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indicates an application is being pended, attach the documents the 
customer provided to an email and send directly to the worker who entered 
the TRACS narrative.  

 
Step 2: 

 Review for eligibility using OAR’s in effect prior to October 1, 2013; 

- Click here to access the FSM, Medical Chapter for policies in affect prior 
to October 1, 2013. 

 For MAA/MAF eligibility you do not need to review for deprivation. For 
MAA/MAF/OPU do not consider resources. These eligibility requirements 
were eliminated for October 1; 

 For all OCCS medical programs, you do not need to ask absent parent 
information. The requirement was eliminated for October 1. If the absent 
parent information is not included on the application, code the absent parent 
as “UF” on CMUP and do not pend for the information, Branch 5503 will 
follow-up with the customer at a later date; 

 Do not require proof of pregnancy. This requirement was eliminated 
October 1. 

 If approved continue to Step 3. If denied, skip to the “Denials” section below.  
 
Step 3: 

 Create a new, separate CM P2 case for medical.  

- Click here for instructions on how to create a separate case for medical; 

- Do not forget to code good cause if appropriate. 
 

MAA/MAF approvals 

- Due to coding changes implemented in the CM system effective October 
1, 2013, income should be coded as “0.00” on the case.  

 
EXT/OHP approvals 

- No special coding requirements are needed, code income as usual. 
 
Step 4:  

 Send an approval notice, the CM system will not automatically send an 
approval notice. The notices below are available on notice writer and should 
be sent when medical is approved. 

o MAA/MAF 

- Send the CMOHPOT for MAA approvals (non-CWM/CWX). 

http://www.dhs.state.or.us/policy/selfsufficiency/publications/fsm_med_70d.pdf
http://www.dhs.state.or.us/policy/selfsufficiency/publications/ss-im-13-026_create_sep_cm.pdf
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- Send the CMCWMOT for MAA CWM approvals; 

- Send the CMACWX1 for MAA CWX approvals. 

o EXT

- Send the CMEXTAP for EXT approvals (no-CWM/CWX); 

- Send the CMCWMEX for EXT CWM approvals; 

- Send the CMACWX1 for EXT CWX approvals. 

o OPP, OPC, OP6, MAGI CHIP
- Send the CMOHPLS  for approvals (no-CWM/CWX); 

- Send the CMCWMAP for CWM approvals (Reminder: there is no 
CWM for CHIP); 

- Send the CMACWX1 for CWX approvals (Reminder: there is no 
CWX for CHIP). 

o OPU
- Send the CMOHPPU for approvals; 

- Send the CMCWMAP for OPU CWM approvals. 

Pends 

If the case must be pended, use the notice writer pend notices: GSOH210 or 
GSOH211; 

Pended information should be returned and processed by the DHS branch 
who pends the application. 

Denials 

If not eligible, then deny using the previous denial process and give the 
customer a date-stamped OHP 7210. 

For medical requested AFTER 12/31/2013, provide the customer a date-stamped 
OHP 7210 and advise them that the medical team will determine eligibility. 

Field/Stakeholder review:  Yes  No 

If yes, reviewed by: 

If you have any questions about this action request, contact: 

Contact(s): Melissa Gomez 

Phone: 503-947-5411 

Email: melissa.gomez@dhsoha.state.or.us 

mailto:melissa.gomez@dhsoha.state.or.us



